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In this paper, we define and give the elementary properties of two 
types of bounded structures, the b-spaces and the &-spaces. It is the 
author’s experience that these spaces are easy to handle and that 
their consideration can help to simplify some proofs. We do not try 
to be complete. 
Many variations on the boundedness theme are conceivable. The 
reader will be left with the responsibility of developing these varia- 
tions, and will quite possibly find interesting applications, if he wishes. 
When analyzing spaces of distributions and of generalised functions, 
J. Mikusinski [S] and G. Marinescu [7] have introduced various 
pseudo-topological spaces, of which the b-spaces constitute a special 
class. These b-spaces (and algebras) were considered by the author 
in the spectral theory of algebras containing elements with unbounded 
spectrum [IO]. 
The A-spaces are useful in problems involving vector-valued 
continuous functions on compact spaces, and quite generally in 
many constructions involving duality. In Section 7, we give an unex- 
pected instance, in which the consideration of the integral of vector- 
valued functions taking their values in a non locally convex space leads 
to the consideration of a new, related &-structure on the space 
considered. 
1. ~-SPACES 
Let E be a real or complex vector space, and B an absolutely 
convex subset of E. Call EB the vector space generated by B. The 
Minkowski functional of B is a seminorm on EB . It is a norm if, 
and only if B does not contain any nonzero subspace of E. 
* Supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant number 
GP-5683. 
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DEFINITION 1. An absolutely convex set B is a norming set if it 
does not contain any nonzero subspace. It is completant if its 
Minkowski functional is a Banach-space norm. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The image of a completant set by a linear mapping 
is completant if and only if it is a norming set, and is norming if, and only 
if its intersection with the kernel is completant. 
Let B’ = B n Ker f, and B” = fB. We have the exact sequence 
O+E,t-+EB +Fjy+O 
The norm of EB* is the induced norm; the norm or seminorm of FB- 
is the quotient seminorm. The quotient of a Banach space by a 
subspace is complete if it is normed. It is normed when the kernel 
is closed, and a subspace of a Banach space is closed if, and only if it 
is complete for the induced norm. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The sum of two completant sets is completant if, 
and only if it is norming, and is norming ;f, and only if their intersection 
is completant. 
This is in fact a corollary of Proposition 1.1, applied to the comple- 
tant set B, x B, C E x E, and the mapping (x, y) + x - y of 
E x E into E. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A bounded structure is defined on a set E by a 
set B of “bounded” subsets with the following properties. 
(a) Every finite subset of E is bounded. 
(b) The union of two bounded sets is bounded. 
(c) Every subset of a bounded set is bounded. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A b-space is a (real or complex) vector space on 
which a boundedness is defined such that 
(d) A set homothetic to a bounded set is bounded, 
(e) Each bounded set is contained in a completant bounded set. 
A b-algebra is a b-space on which an associative bilinear multiplica- 
tion is defined in such a way that 
(f) The product of two bounded sets is bounded. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let E and F be two b spaces. A morphism 
u : E -+ F is a bounded linear mapping, i.e., a linear mapping which 
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maps bounded sets in E on bounded sets in F. A set B of morphisms 
of E into F is equibounded if {U(X) 1 u E B, x E B,} is a bounded subset 
of F whenever B, is a bounded subset of E. The set of morphisms of E 
into F is a vector space on which equiboundedness defines a b-struc- 
ture. The b-space defined in this way will be called L(E, F). 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let u : (E, B) -+ (F, C) be a b-space morphism. 
The image of U, Im u or uE is the b-space (FI , C,) where 
F1 = {ux j x E E} and C, = {uB 1 B E B). The kernel of U, Ker u is 
the b-space (E, , B,) where 
E, = {x EE 1 ux = 0}, 
and 
B, = {B E B ) uB = (0)). 
We must check that these are b-spaces. It will be sufficient to prove 
that uB and B n Ker u are completant sets if B is bounded comple- 
tant. This follows from Proposition 1.1. The set uB is bounded, 
absolutely convex in F. It is norming because it is bounded, B n Ker u 
and uB are therefore completant. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let (E, B) b e a b-space. A b-subspace of (E, B) 
is a b-space (F, C) such that F is a vector subspace of E and C C B. 
If furthermore C = {B E B j B C F}, the b-subspace (F, C) is called 
closed. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. The kernel of a morphism is a closed subspace. 
Conversely, each closed subspace is the kernel of some morphism. 
The fact that the kernel is closed follows immediately from the 
definition. To prove conversely that each closed subspace is the kernel 
of some morphism, we define a bounded structure on the quotient in 
such a way that the quotient mapping u : ‘E -+ E/E, is a morphism. 
The boundedness will be the set C = {uB 1 B E B). This will be a 
b-structure if we can prove that uB is norming if B E B is completant. 
But UB is the unit ball of EB/EB1 if B, = B n E1 . This set will be 
norming if B, is completant. In any case, B, is a bounded subset of 
E1 , and E1 is a b-space. A bounded completant B, can be found with 
B,CB,CE,, and B, = B n B, is completant since B + B, is 
bounded and therefore norming. 
DEFINITION 1.7. The boundedness C defined in this way on the 
quotient E/E, is the quotient boundedness. 
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Let E be a topological vector space. A subset B C E is classically 
called bounded if a finite M can be associated to each neighborhood U 
of the origin in such a way that B C MU. These bounded subsets are a 
boundedness on E, the topological boundedness of E. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. The topological boundedness of a Hausdorfl 
locally convex space is a b-structure if and only if bounded closed abso- 
lutely convex subsets are completant. 
The condition is obviously sufficient. It is necessary, let B be 
bounded closed absolutely convex, and B, be completant B C B, . 
We must show that B is completant. An E,-Cauchy sequence (the 
Minkowski functional of B, is a weaker norm than that of B), con- 
verges in the normed space E+., and has therefore a topological 
limit. The necessity of the condition will follow from 
PROPOSITION 1.5. A closed absolutely convex subset of a topological 
vector space is completant if a Cauchy sequence of EB converges topologic- 
ally. 
We assume that x, - x, E E%B if m > n with l lz + 0. Since B is 
closed and x, + x topologically, x - x, E EBB, so that x, -+ x in the 
normed space EB . 
Equicontinuous sets of continuous linear mappings define a 
boundedness on the space of continuous linear mappings of a topol- 
ogical vector space into another. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. The equicontinuous boundedness of IJE, F) is a 
b-structure if L(E, F) is the space of continuous linear mappings of the 
topological vector space E into the locally convex space F, and if closed 
absolutely convex bounded subsets of F are completant. 
This is obvious. 
2. BUCHWALTER'S CLOSED-GRAPH THEOREM 
A bounded structure is of enumerable type if a fundamental 
sequence of bounded sets exists. We shall show that a b-structure 
of enumerable type is maximal among b-space boundednesses. The 
result is essentially a remark in [5j. Grothendieck’s theorem was 
reworded in [I] and the closed-graph theorem was proved as a 
corollary. 
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Two completant subsets of a real or complex vector space are 
associated if their sum is norming. We know (Proposition 1.1) that 
their sum is then completant, and their intersection too. 
A completant subset X of a vector space E is associated to a b-space 
boundedness B on E if it is associated to each completant bounded 
subset of E. A new b-structure B’ can be defined on E by letting 
B E: B’ if B Z B, + SX for some B, E B, s E R, . This boundedness 
“generated” by X and B is clearly a b-structure if X is completant 
and associated to B. 
Zorn’s lemma ensures the existence of maximal b-structures. We 
have proved essentially. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A b-structure on a vector space is maximal if and 
only if a completant set associated to the boundedness i  bounded. 
The following is the main result in this section: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. A b-structure of enumerable type is maximal. 
We let B,CB,C***cB,C*** be a fundamental sequence of 
bounded sets, choose these sets in such a way that they are comple- 
tant, and let X be completant and associated to the boundedness. We 
must show that X is bounded. 
Since E = U B, , X = U X n B, . Baire’s theorem shows that the 
closure of some xn is a neighborhood of the origin, where the 
closure is taken in the normed space Ex . This X n B, is completant 
since X and B, are completant and associated. We want to 
show that X n B, itself is a neighborhood of the origin, that 
3(X n B,)‘Z X n B, . 
Let t E (X n B,). Construct sequences sk , t, with t, = t, 
t,-, = Sk + 4 t, , Sk E x n B, , tk E (X n B,). This is possible in- 
ductively since (X n B,) is a neighborhood of the origin in Ex . 
For each k, we have t = c! 2?“$ + 2-kt, . The remainder 2-ktk 
converges to zero in Ex, therefore t = CT 2-“+%k , the convergence 
being a priori an Ex convergence. The series however is absolutely 
convergent in ExnB, , which is a Banach space, and the norm of its 
sum is not more than 2 in that Banach space. This proves the result. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let E be a b-space of enumerable type and F a 
b-space. A linear bounded bijection u : E -+ F is an isomorphism. 
The image boundedness on uE (that for which u : E + F is an 
isomorphism) is a boundedness of enumerable type. The boundedness 
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of F is a larger b-structure. But the image boundedness is already a 
maximal b-structure. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let E, F be b-spaces of enumerable type. A linear 
mapping u : E -+ F is a morphism if its graph is closed. 
The graph is a b-space of enumerable type for the induced bound- 
edness. The projection of the graph onto E is a bounded bijection, 
therefore an isomorphism. The mapping u factors as the composition 
of a mapping of E onto the graph of u and the projection of the graph 
onto F. Both of these mappings are morphisms. 
3. DUAL BANACH BALLS 
We define an object whose behaviour is dual to that of a Banach 
space. It is an absolutely convex set, with a compact topology having 
some reasonable properties. We call such an object a “dual Banach 
ball”. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be an absolutely convex subset of a vector 
space, and T a compact topology on X such that (1) the mapping 
x --t 4 (a + x) is a continuous mapping of X into itself for all a E X, 
(2) the origin has a fundamental set of absolutely convex neigh- 
borhoods. Then (X, T) is a dual Banach ball. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let F be a Banach space. The unit ball of F*, 
with the topology induced by the weak topology o(F*, F) is a dual 
Banach ball. This dual Banach ball will be called Du F. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A dual Banach ball (X, T) is isomorphic to 
Du F for some Banach space F. This Banach space is unique up to 
isometric isomorphism, and isomorphic to the space of T-continuous 
linear forms on X, normed by uniform convergence on X. 
In practice, a dual Banach ball will not be given as Du F for some 
Banach space F, of course, but as a compact absolutely convex set of a 
locally convex space for instance. Proposition 3.1 shows that (X, T) 
is isomorphic to some Du F anyway. The following two results are 
easy to prove, but worth noting: 
COROLLARY 3.2. A subset of F generates a dense subspace if, and 
only if it separates X. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. The Banach space F is separable if and only if X is 
metrisable. 
A subset of F separates X if and only if it separates F*, and it 
separates F* if and only if it generates a dense subspace. This proves 
Corollary 3.2. If X is metrizable, F is a closed subspace of C(X) and 
therefore separable. If F is separable, it contains a dense sequence, 
which separates X, and a compact space X is metrisable if a separating 
sequence of continuous functions exists on X. 
(a) Let (X, T) be a dual Banach ball, let F be the Banach space of 
continuous linear forms on X. Assume that we know that F separates 
X. The proof of Proposition 3.1. is then a simple application of the 
bipolar theorem. 
Let E be the vector space generated by X, consider the duality 
between E and F; a(E, F) induces on X a Hausdorff topology weaker 
then T, i.e. X is a weakly compact subset of E, and T is the topology 
induced by a(E, F). Embed E in F*, the unit ball of F* is the bipolar 
of X, and this is X. 
Let now Fl be a Banach space, and (X, T) be isomorphic to Du Fl . 
Let Du Fl = (X1 , T,). Elements of Fl define continuous linear forms 
on Xi , by means of the duality between Fl and Ff. The isomorphism 
of (X, T) and (Xi , T,) defines an imbedding of Fl in F, which is 
easily seen to be isometric. If it were not surjective, an element of 
F* would vanish identically on the image of Fl . A nonzero element 
of Xi would be identically zero on Fl , and this is absurd. 
The result proved above wilI usually be sufficient in applications. 
A dual Banach ball will often be given as a compact absolutely convex 
subset of a locally convex space. For such a set, it is trivial that 
continuous linear functionals separate the space. It is however 
agreeable, though not of great use, to prove that F separates X when 
conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 3.1. are satisfied. 
(b) A compact space is in a unique way a uniform space. The 
next step in the proof is a description of the uniform structure of a 
dual Banach ball (X, T). Let U be a neighborhood of the origin in X 
and U,={(X,~)EXX XI x - y E 2U}. Then U, ranges over a 
filter basis in X x X when U ranges over the filter of neighborhoods 
of the origin in X. The jilter defined in this way on X x X is that of 
the entourages of the uniformity of X. 
To prove this result, it will be sufficient to show that this filter 
does define a separated uniformity, and that the associated topology 
is weaker than T. This filter has a symmetric basis, its intersection 
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is the diagonal. It will define a separated uniformity if we can associate 
to each neighborhood U of the origin a neighborhood I’ such that 
(x - x)/2 E 2U if x, y, x belong to X, and x - y, y - x, to 2V. 
The mapping a + a/2 is continuous, therefore a homeomorphism 
of X onto X/2. We can associate to a neighborhood U of 0 a neigh- 
borhood V such that U/2 S V n X/2, and V can be taken convex. 
Let x, y, z belong to X, x - y, y - x, to 2V. Then (x - x)/2 E X 
because X is absolutely convex, (x - 42 E 2V because V is convex, 
i.e., (x - 42 E 2V A XC U, as required. 
The sets (x + 2U) n X, U a neighborhood of the origin for T, 
define a fundamental set of neighborhoods of x for the topology 
associated to the uniformity just constructed. (x + 2U) n X is the 
inverse image of U by the mapping y -+ (y - x)/2 of X into itself, 
and is therefore a T-neighborhood of x (because the mapping is 
continuous). The topology associated to the uniformity is therefore 
weaker than T. This proves the result. 
(c) We observe that the mapping (x, y) --P (x + y)/2 was 
originally assumed separately continuous, but turns out to be con- 
tinuous. If U is convex, and x - x’, y - y’ both belong to 2U, 
(x + y)/2 - (x’ + y’)/2 belongs to 2U. 
(d) We can now show that the continuous linear forms on X 
separate X. Let x E X, x # 0. We shall construct by induction closed 
convex neighborhoods Up of the origin in such a way that 
A linear formf such thatf(x) = 1, If(t) 1 < 1 for t E V will not be 
more than 2-k on uk and therefore continuous at the origin. The 
description of the uniformity that we gave shows then that the form 
is uniformly continuous on X. 
U, will be an absolutely convex closed neighborhood of the origin 
such that x/2 $ U, . Then U, is compact. 
Assume that closed absolutely convex U, ,..., U, have been chosen 
such that x 4 c: 2pU, . Then 2-k-1~ Q+ $ 2p-k-1Up = u'. The 
set u’ is the image of U, x *.* x U, by a continuous mapping and is 
therefore compact. 
2-k-1~ C$ u’. We can therefore find an uniform neighborhood of U 
to which this element does not belong, hence a neighborhood uk+r 
of the origin such that 2-k-1~ $ (U' + 2U,+,) n X. We observe 
that 2-k-1~ E X, and that 2U 3 uk+i . We see then that 
2-“-lx 6 u’ + uk+r , i.e., x $ $-ik$6P . This is the required result. 
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4. cb-SPACES 
b-spaces are constructed by assembling completant sets in a 
certain way. It is possible to assemble dual Banach balls in a similar 
way, and obtain a new class of spaces. These are the cb-spaces. 
We do not attempt to develop any full-scale cb-space theory even 
less than we attempted to develop such a theory for b-spaces. The 
results of Sections 5 and 6 show that several duality constructions 
involving Lb-spaces are possible. It is in order to develop elsewhere 
such constructions that the author introduces Lb-spaces here. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A compact boundedness is defined on a set E 
by a boundedness B, and a mapping which associates to each B E B 
a topology T(B) on B in such a way that 
1. T(B’) induces T(B) on B when B’ 2 B, 
2. Each B E B is contained in a B’ E B such that T(B’) is 
compact. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A cb-space is a vector space E on which a 
compact boundedness is defined in such a way that 
3. A set homothetic to a bounded set is bounded, 
4. Each bounded set B is contained in a bounded B, such that 
(B, , T(B,)) is a dual Banach ball. 
DEFINITION 4.3. A morphism (E, B, T) + (E’, T’, B’) is a linear 
mapping u : E -+ E’ such that uB E B’, u : B -+ uB being continuous 
for the topologies T(B) and T’(uB) (if (E, B, T) and (E’, B’, T’) are 
cb-spaces and B E B). 
The equicontinuous boundedness along with the topologies induced 
on the equicontinuous sets by the weak-star topology define a cb- 
structure on the dual of a locally convex space. Not all cb-structure 
can be defined in this way. We shall see however in Section 5 that a 
cb-space which is separated by its dual is itself the dual of a locally 
convex space, this locally convex space being essentially unique if it 
is complete. Furthermore, we shall see in Section 6 that a cb-space 
is separated by its dual if its boundedness is of enumerable type. 
A unique cb-structure can be defined on some b-spaces. This 
happens when each bounded B is weakly relatively compact in the 
Banach space EB* for some bounded completant B’. We let T(B) be 
the topology induced on B by the weak topology of EB, . 
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There are essentially two relevant special cases. A bounded B 
can be relatively compact in EBl for some bounded completant B’ 
containing B. A fundamental set of completant bounded B can be 
found such that EB is reflexive. 
&-spaces of enumerable type are especially interesting, because of 
the results proved in paragraph 6. A Silva space [II] is a b-space 
of enumerable type such that each bounded B is relatively compact 
in a space EB, for some completant bounded B’. These are the direct 
limits of normed spaces for compact injective mappings. The duality 
theory for b-spaces of enumerable type possessing a fundamental 
system of completant bounded B such that EB is reflexive, i.e., for 
sequential direct limits of reflexive spaces for bounded injective 
mapping, is considered in Ref. [3]. 
5. DUALITY THEOREM 
The duality theorem we shall prove is essentially equivalent to the 
Mackey-Arens theorem ([6], p. 262) and to the Grothendieck com- 
pletion theorem ([a, p. 271). We shall show how these two, by now 
classical theorems, imply the duality theorem we need. 
The c&dual of a locally convex space will be the dual F* of F with 
the equicontinuous boundedness, and the system of topologies induced 
on the equicontinuous sets by the topologies a(F*, F). The &dual 
of a space is naturally isomorphic to that of its completion. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. A cb-space (E, B, T) is isomorphic to the dual 
of a complete locally convex space if, and only if the space F of linear 
forms on E whose restrictions to each B E B is continuous for T(B) 
separates E. The complete space F whose dual E is, is unique up to isometric 
isomorphism, and naturally isomorphic to F with uniform convergence on 
the B E B. 
The condition, that F separates E, is obviously necessary if (E, B, T) 
is to be isomorphic to some dual. 
We assume the condition is satisfied, consider the duality between E 
and F, and topologize F with uniform convergence on elements of B. 
This topology is compatible with the duality between E and F. The 
boundedness B is convex, we have to check that each B E B is weakly 
relatively compact, but it is contained in a B’ E B for which T(B’) 
is compact, and o(E, F) induces on B’ a weaker Hausdorff topology. 
B is the equicontinuous boundedness on E = F* since this equi- 
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continuous boundedness is generated by the bipolars of the elements 
of B and enough of these are weakly compact and convex. T(B) is the 
topology induced by a(E, F) on B; we have already seen this when B is 
compact. A noncompact B is contained in a compact B’ and T(B’) 
induces T(B) on B. 
We have therefore shown that E is isomorphic to F*. Assume E is 
isomorphic to the &-dual of FI for some other complete locally convex 
space. The Grothendieck completion theorem shows that FI is iso- 
morphic to the space of linear forms on Fc whose restrictions to the 
equicontinuous subsets are weakly continuous, i.e., FI is isomorphic 
to F. 
Not all &-spaces are duals of locally convex spaces. Let M(I) 
be the space of measurable almost everywhere defined functions on the 
unit interval. A subset of M(I) is majorised if some positive almost 
everywhere finite function F exists with F > j u 1 for all u in the set 
considered. Convergence in measure induces a locally convex topology 
on a majorised set: it induces the same topology as I,, on the unit 
ball of L, . 
Let B be the set of B C M(I) which are majorised and relatively 
compact in measure and for each B let T(B) be the topology induced 
on B by convergence in measure. The observations made imply that 
(M(I), B, T) is a &-space. 
A nonzero linear form f on M(I) is discontinuous in measure. A 
sequence u, of elements of M(I) can be found such that u,--t 0, 
f(u,J -+ 1. A sequence which converges in measure has a majorised 
subsequence; we can assume u, majorized. The set {un} is then major- 
ized and relatively compact in measure, and f is discontinuous on its 
closure. 
A linear form on M(I) whose restriction to each bounded subset 
is continuous for the relevant topology is therefore identically zero. 
This shows that M(I), with the &-structure described, is not the 
dual of any locally convex space. 
6. &SPACES OF ENUMERABLE TYPE 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let (E, B, T) be a cb-space of enumerable type. 
The strongest opology S on E which induces T(B) on each B E B is a 
locally convex‘topology. 
S is obviously invariant for translations and homothetic maps. 
We must prove that the origin has a fundamental system of convex 
neighborhood. 
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Let B, C *** c B, c *-* be a fundamental sequence of bounded 
subsets of E, such that each (B, , T(B,)) is a dual Banach ball. Let U 
be an open neighborhood of the origin for the topology S, U n B, 
is an open subset of B, for each value of n, B, being topologized by 
w?J* 
Let V,, = {0}, and assume V, has been chosen in such a way that it 
is a closed absolutely convex neighborhood of the origin for T(B,), 
VmLUnB,. Let V,,, C U n B,+1 be a closed absolutely convex 
neighborhood of V, for the topology T(B,+J. 
Let V = u V, . Then V is convex, contained in U, and is open 
for the topology S. It is a neighborhood of the origin since 0 E V. 
COROLLARY 6.2. A cb-space of enumerable type is the dual of an 
F-space. 
S is a locally convex topology, which is Hausdorff because points are 
closed. S-continuous linear forms separate E, and have continuous 
restrictions to each B E B. We can apply Proposition 5.1. The locally 
convex space F is metrisable because the boundedness is enumerable. 
COROLLARY 6.3 (Banach-Dieudonne). The topology of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of F is the strongest opology on the dual 
F* of F which induces on the equicontinuous ubsets of F* the weak 
topology u(F*, F). 
Let S be this direct limit topology. We know S is locally convex. 
We must show that the equicontinuous subsets of the dual of F* 
topologised by S can be identified with the compact subsets of F. 
An S-continuous linear form on F* has a weakly continuous restric- 
tion to each bounded set, and can be represented by an element of F 
since F is complete. If a set of linear forms on F* is equicontinuous, the 
set of restrictions to B is equicontinuous for T(B). Equicontinuity 
implies boundedness, at least when (B, T(B)) is a dual Banach ball. 
Equicontinuous subsets of the dual of F* are thus relatively compact 
subsets of F. 
This proves that S is weaker than the topology of uniform con- 
vergence on compact subsets of F. Conversely, uniform convergence 
on compact subsets of F defines on F* a weaker topology than S 
since it induces T(B) on each equicontinuous B. 
COROLLARY 6.4 (Eberlein-Smulian). A convex subset of the dual 
of a complete metric space is weakly closed if its intersection with each 
equicontinuous ubset is weakly closed. 
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The condition implies that the set considered is closed for con- 
vergence on compact subsets of F. Convergence on compact subsets 
of F and simple convergence are two topologies on F* which determine 
the same dual for F*, and therefore the same closed convex subsets. 
We call a completant set B re$exive if the associated Banach space 
E, is reflexive. 
COROLLARY 6.5 (Foias-Marinescu). Let E be a b-space of enumer- 
able type in which each bounded set B is contained in a reflexive bounded 
B’. Let E’ be a closed b-subspace of E. A bounded linear form on E’ 
has a bounded linear extension to E. 
The b-space (E, B) is in a natural way a cb-space of enumerable 
type. Let S be the strongest topology on E which induces the weak 
topology on each reflexive B E B. The topology S is locally convex. 
F is a closed b-subspace of E, F n B is completant for each comple- 
tant B E B, it is weakly closed for each reflexive B E B. This proves 
F is a closed subset for the topology S. 
The boundedness of F has an enumerable basis because that of 
E has one, F n B is reflexive when B is. Let S’ be the strongest 
topology which induces on each bounded reflexive subset of F its 
weak topology, S’ is locally convex. 
Let us show that S’ is the topology induced on F by S. This 
means that X C F is closed for S’ iff it is S-closed. But X is S/-closed 
ifI X n (B n F) is weakly closed for each bounded reflexive subset B 
of E, it is S-closed iff X n B is weakly closed for each bounded reflex- 
ive subset B of E, and X n (B n F) = X n B since XC F. This 
proves the result since the weak topology of B induces the weak 
topology of (B n F). 
A bounded linear form on F is S’-continuous, has a Hahn-Banach 
extension to E which is S-continuous and therefore bounded. 
Assume now F is not a closed subspace. For each bounded reflexive 
B C E, consider B n F, then its closure in E, , which we shall call 
B n F. This closure is a reflexive set. 
The union of the sets B n F, B bounded reflexive in E is a 
vector space on which we define a bounded structure of enumerable 
type with a fundamental set of reflexive bounded sets by calling X 
bounded when X C B n F for some bounded reflexive B C E. A 
linear form on F which is bounded on B n F for each bounded 
B C E has an extension which is a bounded linear form on Fl . If 
ZJ1 is a closed subspace, this extended linear form has a Hahn-Banach 
extension to E. 
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Conversely, assume Fl is not a closed subspace. It will be possible 
then to find a linear form on F which is bounded on each B n F and 
yet does not have a bounded extension. 
Call B, the boundedness considered above on Fl , generated by the 
B n F, B a reflexive bounded subset of E. If E1 is not closed, it is 
possible to find a bounded B’ C E such that B’ n Fl $ B, . Assume u 
is a linear form on Fl which is bounded on all B E B, , and yet is 
unbounded on B’ C Fl . The restriction of u to F will be a linear form 
on F which is bounded on each B n F, B bounded in E, and yet does 
not have an extension to E. 
The existence of u follows from the uniform boundedness prin- 
ciple. As a matter of fact, the bounded linear forms on Fl , with 
uniform convergence on the elements of B, constitute a Frechet 
space having Fl as dual, B, being the equicontinuous boundedness 
of this dual. B’ n Fl is not equicontinuous in this dual, and therefore 
not weakly bounded. This proves the existence of u. 
An example is given in [9], where Fl is not closed, where a 
linear form on F can be found which does not have an extension to E. 
7. INTEGRATION IN NON LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES 
We discuss here the definition of the integral of some continuous 
E-valued functions, E non locally convex. The construction has been 
given in [2], and then later in [4]. We show how the consideration 
of this class of integrable functions leads one quite naturally to con- 
sider a cb-structure on the space E. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let X be a set, E a topological vector space, I 
a directed system, and for i E 1, let ui : X-+ E be a mapping. z+ 
is ultraconvergent to zero if for each neighborhood of zero we can 
find an index is such that U contains the convex hull of u,X for i > i,,; 
ui ultraconverges to 24 if u2 - 24 ultraconverges to zero. 
DEFINITION 7.2. Let X be a compact space. An E-valued function 
is ultracontinuous if it is the limit of an ultraconvergent system of 
continuous functions of finite ranks (where a function has finite rank 
if its range is contained in a finite dimensional space). 
Let X be a compact space. With the vague topology, the set BX 
of Baire measures of norm at most one on X is a dual Banach ball. 
Embed X in BX by mapping each x E X onto the Dirac measure at x. 
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PROPOSITION 7.1. A mapping u : X -+ E of a compact space into a 
complete topological vector space is ultracontinuous if, and only if it 
extends to a continuous linear u1 : BX--+ E. 
The proof of the proposition is quite simple. Let TX be the formal 
absolutely convex combinations of elements of X, i.e., the elements of 
BX which vanish outside a finite set. TX is dense in BX. A mapping 
of X into a vector space has a unique linear extension to .FX. If the 
mapping is continuous and has finite rank, it can even be extended to 
BX in a continuous linear way. 
Ultraconvergence of a system of mappings is equivalent to uniform 
convergence of the extensions to I’X or BX respectively. If ui : X + E 
have finite ranks, and ultraconverge to u, the continuous linear exten- 
sions u~,~ : BX -+ E converge uniformly. The limit ui is the required 
continuous linear extension of u. 
Conversely, assume u is the restriction to X of a continuous linear 
ur : BX-t E. Assume we have constructed continuous mappings 
ti : X --+ BX, with finite ranks and converging uniformly to the 
identity. Then ui o ti will be an ultraconvergent system of continuous 
mappings of X into E with limit u. The mappings ti are obtained by 
associating to each entourage Vi of a fundamental system for the 
uniformity of X a finite partition of unity 1 = Cf,+ with Vi-small 
supports, choosing a point xri in the support of fd and letting &(m) 
be the measure defined by 
This proves Proposition 7.1. The following definition is quite 
natural now. 
DEFINITION 7.3. Let u be an ultracontinuous function on S, ur its 
continuous linear extension to BX, and m a bounded Baire measure. 
We put 
],W dm(x) = II m II u, (e) . 
Ultracontinuity is related to uniform continuity as ultraconvergence 
to uniform convergence. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. The mapping u : X + E of the compact space X 
into the topological vector space E is ultracontinuous if and only if 
we can associate to each neighborhood U of the origin in E an entourage 
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V for the uniformity of X such that U contains the convex hull of 
hx - UY I (x9 Y) E v>* 
The condition is necessary. An ultracontinuous mapping extends 
to a linear continuous u1 : BX+ E. We can associate to U a neigh- 
borhood U, of the origin in BX, with uU, C U, and assume U, is 
convex. We find then an entourage V of the uniformity of K such that 
(x-y)E2Uif(x,y)EV.Th e convex hull of {ux - uy 1 (x, y) E V} 
is then contained in 2U. 
Assume conversely that the condition is satisfied. Let U be a neigh- 
borhood of the origin, then V an entourage such that U contains the 
convex hull of {ux - uy 1 (x, y) E V}. Let 1 = C vi(x) be a finite, 
continuous, positive partition of unity on X whose terms have V-small 
supports, and xi be in the support of yi . Then, for each x E X, 
u(x) - v(x) is in the convex hull of (KC - uy I (x, y) E V}, if 
v(x) = c u(xi) cpi(x). Th e convex hull of the range of u - v is con- 
tained on U, v ultraconverges to u. 
DEFINITION 7.4. A subset B of a topological vector space is a 
dual Banach ball if it is compact, absolutely convex, and if the induced 
topology of B is that of a dual Banach ball. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. An E-valued function on a compact space is 
ultracontinuous if, and only if it is continuous, and the closed absolutely 
convex hull of its range is a dual Banach ball. 
If u is ultracontinuous, we can extend it to a continuous linear 
u1 : BX-+ E. The set u,BX is the closed absolutely convex hull of 
uX. Its induced topology is the image topology (the quotient of the 
topology of BX by the equivalence ux = uy). The neighborhoods 
of the origin in u,BX are the images of the neighborhoods of the origin 
in BX, and a fundamental set of these neighborhoods are convex. 
This proves that the closed absolutely convex hull of uX is a dual 
Banach ball. 
Conversely, let u be continuous, and let the closed absolutely convex 
hull B of uX be a dual Banach ball. Let U be a neighborhood of the 
origin in E such that U n B is convex-enough neighborhoods 
have that property. Choose an entourage V of the uniformity of X 
such that (ux - uy) E 2U if (x, y) E V. Such an entourage exists 
because u is uniformly continuous. Of course, (ux - uy)/2 E B. 
But B n U is convex, the convex hull of {ux - uy 1 (x, y) E V} is 
contained in 2U and this is an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the 
origin. The condition of Proposition 7.2 is satisfied. 
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If we let B be the set of B C E whose closed absolutely convex 
hulls are dual Banach balls, and for each B E B, T(B) be the induced 
topology on B, (E, B, T) is a cb-space. Ultracontinuous functions are 
continuous functions with bounded ranges for this cb-structure. 
Bounded sets have a locally convex topology and the partial sums 
which converge to the integral remain inside some bounded set. 
What we have done essentially was to restrict the range of the function 
in such a way that the theory of integration continuous of E-valued 
functions, E locally convex, would apply. 
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